Consider this slippery world of screens and feels, emoji and
mouths, radiating tentacle, pineapple and ham pizza, blood, and swamp that we share.
"Every word was once an animal." meanings seep into bodily and other dense,
seemingly silent registers.”
No less than rat, thrilled fur carriers
no more than very lovely or attractive camelleopard, gay penguins, Tardigrada, video
imaginaries, speculative fictions, Spotify premium. Nature is a bluescreen backdrop in
motion.
Interactions and encounters intermix fruit fly, termite, blue screen with CGI
techniques.
Split screens merge Soft Haptic exoskeletal interfaces with Immersive environments
intertextually ignored Sapphic vapours, recreate authentic feelings of happy or sad
reciprocal action or influence.
This is gay full story.
She writes that “Below the forest floor, fungal bodies extend themselves in nets and

skeins, binding roots and mineral soils, long before producing mushrooms”
She finds mushrooms, he eats rocks, they have cute touchy feely eye stalks.
This is gay full story.
Raccoons foraging a dumpster find some computational errors and some celery.
Cat thing manifestos rub up against pink, fleshy appendages of hamster sized star
nosed moles.
Think of it this way, as poetic temporal connections, sequences and breaks, and all the
many ways zones and nodes interrelate.
Rude monkeys sitting down with tails curled up are, approved as part of Unicode 6.0 in
2010 and added to Emoji 1.0 in 2015.
Flea is Touching dog is touching worm is touching laptop is touching academic digit
is, touching moss piglet, is touching lichen or cloth. Small tentacles that end in small
knobs grasp at aesthetic experiences of late capitalisms. This is touching.
To be sure, Her kinships Both imaginary and material are about keeping the lineages
going.
This is keeping the lineages going.
Queer sense making and sensual meaning are produced through determinable and
permeable species boundaries., They meet through a material-semiotic apparatusdevices for recording visual images in the form of photographs, film, or video signals.
They have fingers for eyes.
This is Queer sense making
& This is having fingers for eyes.
Hey Little Ham do you know fellow Space pioneers Miss Able or Miss Baker? Hey
Little bonobo why not ask the gay rabbits to predict your future.
This is very real feels, showing pleasure or contentment.

FYI Mariah Carey isn't taking no gay rabbits on tour with her.
Just a few months ago, she downsized her arena tour to give fans a chance to see her
in a more intimate environment.
Oh yeah, the gay rabbits, of course. What is this about gay rabbits? I heard about that.
Somebody said I had gay rabbits with me somewhere or something? That's right.
Yeah, that would be not true. That would be one of those lies like I don't walk on
carpeting. That would be not true.
The gay rabbits understand why being left out hurts so bad.
They discuss their actions and reconfigure pre-existing critter doings and multispecies
imaginaries found on the internet.
Typically, by means of magical Baduizm powers.
Rabbit Face is approved as part of Unicode 6.0 in 2010 and added to Emoji 1.0 in 2015.

The gay rabbits discover that unlike the stop-motion of It Came From Beneath the
Sea and the large models of Them!, Tarantula uses images of a real-life spider
projected to the size of a small mountain -- or a really big molehill. The effect is
creepier than its contemporaries, with 3-D angles that have the spider coming right at
the screen,
This is predatory arachnid cuteness.
Please note there, are no gay rabbits in this movie.
The gay rabbits form nonhierarchical alliances and symbiotic attachments. They
spend their time looking for the orange folds of chanterelles and the warm muffins of
king boleta.
Feminist video collectives in France form anti-institutional and anti-establishment
positions and go in search of destroying angels, false morels and puff balls.
Hey, post marxist paranoid pupcakes!
The best shit-kicker fibonacci feminist manifestos are available on Youtube 4sho.
Consider also: tick, cheeseburger or water bear, paired with captions depicting giant
chicken lizard as being deeply immersed in metaphysical inquiries.
They invoke speculative fictional methods such as carriers, radiation, mental diseases,
vectors, viruses, scientific accidents. This is deep pizza.
She is talking about an Algae takeover. this is Queer Revolt.
Characterized by the soothing tones of Chakra indeterminacy.
This is Haraway Donna Donna wow wow. Many queer revolt.
For more on the idea. See for example ultimate cyborg Donna Summer undermining
biological-determinist ideologies.
Or check how cells perceive other cells in municipal parks, public libararies,
discotheques, academonia, hotel lobbies etc.
BTW the gay rabbits won't walk on carpeting.
In real life the little seal is an outcast from the colony. Sitting all alone on a beach, This
is the loneliest seal pup in the world:

The sweet little furred pup was spotted on an island beach in, Russia – hey It's
tough being ginger even when you're a seal:
The seal, which is almost blind, had been hiding under a pile of logs when he was
first spotted
This is the lonliest seal in the world.
the shunned seal is melting the hearts of animal lovers worldwide
Somewhere in the North Paciﬁc Ocean there is a whale.
It's been nicknamed "the loneliest whale in the world".
This is the loneliest whale in the world.
It sings a song like no other. Some say it wanders all alone across the Pacific Ocean,
crying out for companionship that never comes.
No-one knows for sure whether the whale is male or female, what species it is, or even
if it still lives. The key notes of the song are at a frequency of 52 Hertz. To human ears
this is a low bass note, but it is significantly higher than the blue whale, which sings
between 10 and 40Hz.
This is the loneliest whale in the world.
The loneliest whale in the world is melting the hearts of animal lovers worldwide.
**??Is enough already??**
Indeed - “NONONONO Cat” nickname given to Marquis a domestic Siberian cat most

well known for his meowing that resembles the sound of a person saying “NO NO
NO NO.” Marquis garners much attention in the media and Internet blogs in
September 2011. “NONONONO Cat” is viral. spawning numerous remixes featuring
other well-known cat videos on youtube.
Many remixes compare Marquis’ meowing to other well-known iterations of
“NONONONO” found in popular films and music, including the lyrics from Amy
Winehouse’s “Rehab” and Darth Vader’s “NOOOOOOO” scream from Star Wars.
On October 30th, 2018, NONONONO Cat, also known as Marquis, is euthanized.
Lemme hear ya say yeah (wow)
Lemme hear ya say yeah (wow)
No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no ,no ,no, no there's no limit
no, no, no ,no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no there's no limit
**??Is enough already??**
Attractive in a pretty or endearing way tiny little fish detect pollution without
knowing it. Fluorescing in the presence of environmental toxins. Zebrafish are the first
GloFish available in pet stores,.
Sold in bright rave red, anonymous green, spirit whisper orange-yellow, phantom mist
blue, and salty tear purple fluorescent colors. Recently "Electric Green", "Sunburst
Orange", "Moonrise Pink", "Starfire Red", "Cosmic Blue", and "Galactic Purple"
colored tetra (an "Electric Green" tiger barb and a glo-Rainbow Shark) have been
added to the lineup. Although not originally developed for the ornamental fish trade,
it is one of the first genetically modified animals to become publicly available. The

rights to GloFish are owned by Spectrum Brands, Inc., which purchase GloFish from
Yorktown Technologies, the original developer of GloFish, in May 2017.
This is cute Fluorescing petishism.
Fruit flies are launched into space aboard a U.S. V-2 rocket in 1947. The
rocket reaches 109 kilometres which technically makes the flies the first
animals in space. They are all recovered alive.
This is a messy repetition of loops, superficial intensities and anaerobic fabulations.
Jeff Goldblum is an insect insect I'm an insect Im an insect he says who dreamt he
was a man and loved it, but now that dream is over, and the insect is awake."
Jeff’s abdomen is bright metallic blue with black markings. his body and legs are
covered with black bristle-like hair. Jeff has short, clubbed antennae and 4 tarsi per
leg. His eyes are red and his wings are transparent. His chest is bright purple and has
spikes to protect itself from other flies.
Scripted, but never filmed, following the deleted monkey-cat scene: A homeless lady
screams after interrupting Jeff Goldblum as he feeds out of an open dumpster. Jeff
Goldblum seizes the bag lady and disintegrates her face with his vomit drop. Before
he finishes feeding on the woman's corpse. humanity emerges for a moment in Jeff
Goldblume, just long enough to contemplate the horror of his sub-human existence.
Seriously This is humanity emerging for a moment.
Rather than manipulating a physical environment, he is now, as he puts it,
“gardening” in someone’s mind.
This is gay full story.

50,000 bluebottles trigger sensors, feeding into a “neural network” that changes the
pace at which the images on the screens evolve.
The flies are fed sugar up in the rotunda, they congregate. The flies are unnable to
breed without the presence of protein.
The cuteness of western philosophy rubs up against already dead stuff, blue screen
and cinema special effect. The great outdoors is in the background and can be
downloaded.
Gilles Deleuze doesn’t like anything that rubs. Instead, he praises the tick: “... in a
nature teeming with life, [the tick] extracts three things”: light, smell, and touch.
Blue screen is in the background. Tendril, flexible limb appendage, glandular hair,
caramel donut, weirdo vapours, Something resembling a tentacle in shape or flexibility is
present
This is light, smell, touch.

By the way - his findings will be discussed for years and years to come.
Naturally the cat is distracted.
It is an hour-long procedure the veterinary surgeon implants a microphone in the cat's
ear canal, a small radio transmitter at the base of its skull and a thin wire into its fur.
This will allow the cat to innocuously record and transmit sound from its
surroundings. Due to problems with distraction, the cat's sense of hunger, the project
is abandoned due to the difficulty of training the cat to behave as required, and "the

equipment is taken out of the cat; the cat is re-sewn for a second time, the cat lives a
long and happy life.
Naturally the ants are distracted.
The sound giant ants make as they approach their prey is a recorded chorus of birdvoiced tree frogs (Hyla avivoca) of the southeastern U.S.
Occasionally, a gray tree frog can be heard on the soundtrack as well, as these species
can often be heard together at the same wetland. These distinctive whistling-type
sounds will be re-used in various other films in the years that followed.
No giant ant is seen until twenty-eight minutes in, more than one quarter of the way
through the movie. Jennifer Lopez will be ok.
It lays it’s eggs where it feeds, usually in decaying meat, garbage, or feces. It is awash
with urine.
Urine proud tiny terrapin rides a dead fox down Regents Canal, London
London canals are home to many wild terrapins, who have been breeding there since
the Teenage mutant Ninja Turtle craze of the 90s, when parents bought them for kids,
but subsequently got rid of them because they're vicious little bastards.
This is pretty gladness.
The gay rabbits discuss little Darwin, resplendent in a shearling coat found wandering
around an Ikea car park in Canada. They make new systems to share stuff &
Consider anti-institutional queer ethics, multispecies narratologies & feminist
pedagagies.
#basic #queerrevolt #morethanhuman #Dykea #MashUp #worms #compost #fatbergs
#rubbing #naturalhorror #WetOrganicMatter #deadedontheinside #impure #JLO
#taxons # If it died, I ride. If it fox, I docks, If it floats, I boat.

Thank you.

.

